
the MA Program covers 4 semesters (120 ECTS) and it can be 
followed by a doctoral program

wide range of interdisciplinary subjects aimed particularly 
at graduates in the field of social and human studies

FACULTY OF FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

MA Program

ANGLO-AMERICAN 
INTERCULTURAL 

STUDIES

NECESSARY DOCUMENTS FOR REGISTRATION:
 » Enrolment Application Form (at the secretarial office of the Faculty);

 » Baccalaureate Diploma - original and certified legal copy or a 

certificate issued by the educational institution, clearly stating the 

average grade and the grades obtained during the study years and 

the fact that the original diploma has not yet been issued (for those 

candidates who want to enroll in  a second undergraduate program 

or in a master’s graduate program).

 » Supplement to the diploma (certified legal copy);

 » Certificate of Recognition of Studies (for foreign citizens, Romanian 

candidates residing in foreign countries or citizens of the Republic 

of Moldova);

 » Certificate of linguistic proficiency (for foreign citizens);

 » Certified legal copy of Birth Certificate;

 » Copy of the Identity Card;

 » Certified legal copy of Marriage Certificate (where applicable);

 » Medical Certificate issued by the family doctor;

 » Four photos (ID card size);

 » Receipt certifying payment of the registration fee;

 » File.

ADMISSION CALENDAR

Enrollment period: June 1st –September 29th, 2016
Enrollment program: Mon-Fri: 8 AM- 8 PM/ Sat-Sun: 9 AM- 1 PM
Results: September 30th, 2016
Tuition fee payment (at least 25%): Sept. 30th- Oct. 7th, 2016
In case of non-payment, the candidates will be declared rejected 
and the available positions will be filled by the immediately 
following candidates.
(Excerpt from the Methodology of the organization and of the process of 
admission to undergraduate and graduate master’s programs at “Dimitrie 
Cantemir” Christian University)

Final Results: October 7th, 2016

REGISTRATION FEE: 100 lei
TUITION FEE: 350 euro / semester
The fee shall be paid in Romanian lei at the BNR official exchange rate on the 
day of payment (lump sum or 2-3 installments).

The entrance exam to the MA program is based on the 
average grade at the BA program graduation exam.

CONTACT
The Secretariat of the Faculty of Foreign Languages and Literatures

Address: 176 Splaiul Unirii, sector 4, D3, 2nd floor

Telephone: (021) 330.87.20; (021) 330.79.00/Ext. 1128;

                     (021) 330.79.11/Ext. 128; (021) 330.79.14/Ext. 12; 

Program: Monday-Friday between 8 AM and 6 PM

„Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University, Bucharest



The Anglo-American Intercultural Studies Master’s Program 
aims at building those competencies which are specific for the 
future professional researcher in the Anglo-American cultural 
space and which are based both on the very good knowledge 
of the English language, but also on the familiarity with general 
linguistic aspects, with English for Special Purposes, as well 
as with the structure of specific cultural and socio-political 
discourse.

The program responds to the labor market’s increasing demand 
for graduates specializing in Intercultural Studies in today’s 
world which is characterized by the effects of globalization, 
by sustainable development and by cultural transfers at the 
social and the economic levels, globally supported by the 
plurilingualism reflected in the activities of the contemporary 
society.

MISSION
STATEMENT

STRUCTURE & DIRECTION

SOCIETY LITERATURE CULTURE

The main language of the program is English. The program is in line with the BA field (foreign languages and literatures), 

but its profile adds a specialization component and a complementary one. The specialization component refers to 

the deeper study of social, institutional, political and cultural aspects, both in the British and in the American area. The 

content of the courses guides the students towards creative thinking, which will make them become professionals 

with a multidisciplinary basis. The courses offer an interdisciplinary specialization in order to cover a multitude of job 

profiles on the labor market, but its main focus is the cultural paradigm. The syllabus was conceived based on three 

directions: society, literature, culture. The complementary component of the Anglo-American Intercultural Studies 

MA program is reflected in English language practical courses, in linguistic contexts corresponding to various world 

regions, in the great globalization process.

The professional perspectives for graduates of this MA program are extremely wide. Thus, in the Nomenclature of Professions in 
Romania, the graduate student of the Anglo-American Intercultural Studies MA program qualifies for the “Specialists in economic, 
social and humanistic sciences” category, more specifically: linguists, translators and interpreters. However, other professions 
included in the present Nomenclature involve translation and solid knowledge of cultural and socio-political aspects: philologist, 
interpreter, diplomatic relations interpreter, literary reviewer, literary secretary, corrector, media correspondent, press/publishing 
house/script reader, editor, head of advertising agency, broadcast translator, teacher in the pre-university and university systems, 
researcher in linguistics, research assistant in philology, researcher in philology, counselor in education, counselor in public 
institutions, commentator, copywriter, special correspondent, documentarist, editorialist, book distribution agent, foreign 
relations agent, editorial secretary, writer, publicist.


